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Artistic process

The drawing
If, in other artists, I’m moved by the very matter of painting, I like the economy of means, the precarious, essential
but also irreversible character of drawing and, above all, the naked stroke, the line, fragile and fluid or, on the
contrary, curt and sharp. Hence, if at first I used to work with inks, I finally gave up on colours, distortions, drips,
to reach thanks to the black stone a more analytical than expressive processing, a crude nudity and maybe even a
more personal writing, less characterized by the heritage of the paintings and drawings which had left their mark on
me, those of Marlène Dumas, Francis Bacon and Egon Schiele particularly.
The body, a dialectics of desire
The body, the mere flesh and skin which we inhabit. More than meat, the body is skin, its story is inscribed in its
folds.
The body, the most universal thing there is, as well as the most singular, the most familiar and intimate, yet at the
same time always foreign.
The Other’s body : naked yet impenetrable, experience of what is left, even in the most intimate, the barest, the
most known one may believe, inexhaustible, elusive, unseizable.
The body which, in its vulnerability and strength, is the oxymoronic figure of shared ambivalences, the one of
desire, the one of the sexes.
Playing with contrasts between a sharp line and the softness of surfaces, it is to this body, alive, rich of its
oppositions that I want to bring the viewer back, as if he was facing his own ambivalence.
A disrupted body, off-center, reversed, standing out in the white eternity of a missing setting.
The body is naked, isolated on the bare surface of the paper, an emptiness from which the body emerges, defeating
it temporarily. It is a body out of place and time, deprived of any clothing, context, narrative, reduced to its
condition of body, naked and observed.
Because if the body is depicted alone, it is nonetheless always caught in the gaze of another, whose absence here
calls for a viewer. Thus, it is not a body closed in on itself, but a body caught between inwardness and exteriority,
under the gaze of an Other. A body that desires and is desired, offering and concealing itself, strained in its very
surrender. A body that keeps resisting, proud and unruly.
No elation here from a suffering body, but the expression of a fierce vitality, both fragile and resolute.
To finish, there can be no question of the body in my work without mentioning my own.
My body is the first place of conception for the postures, a testing ground whose limits I can stretch. It is for my
work an available material that I use, not in a quest for identity and self-representation – self-portrait not being the
purpose of my work – but as a mould, a means to draw ‘from the inside’, to feel the posture in all its accuracy.
It is through my uniqueness – and not because I’m a Woman – that I understand the body, and particularly the
feminine body. However this uniqueness is necessarily the one of a woman - whatever the term covers. Thus, I’m
often told that my bodies are androgynous – it is only then, I believe, that they break up with the transparent and
binary representations, still oddly expected, of the feminine gender (Passive and fragile body. Maternal body, sweet
and full. Body of the lover, offered and exclusive object of sexual desire) and the masculine one (Body caught in
gendered roles as well, or Body of the Human, that universal masculine gender).
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